March 16, 2020

TO: Texas A&M AgriLife Business/Travel Contacts

SUBJECT: Guidance Regarding Allowability of COVID-19 (coronavirus) - related Cancellation Expenses

There have been an increasing number of conferences and events cancelled recently due to concerns related to COVID-19 (coronavirus) and questions regarding allowability of expenditures on sponsored research accounts. If travel plans, programs, or events are canceled due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, the costs associated with these cancellations or rescheduling that are directly related to the outbreak are considered federally allowable. These costs should be charged to the accounts to which they would have been allocated had the trip or event occurred. This procedure applies to all fund sources and we anticipate that these expenses will be considered allowable on federal grants and contracts.

We will need to be able to report on the overall expense impact to the agency on these types of expenditures. In order to accomplish this, a notation of “C19” should be referenced with any expenses related to this type of cancellation.

In AggieBuy, invoices should include “C19” in report reference A.

In Concur, for both Payment and Travel expense reports, include “C19” in FAMIS REF A field at the line item level. Also, on travel expense reports, in the business purpose field, please start the field with “C19”.

See examples below.
Concur header-Purpose/benefit field
Report header for: Fusion 2020 - Orlando

- **Policy**: Travel
- **Destination**: Fusion 2020 - Orlando
- **Report Date**: 01/16/2020
- **Purpose & Benefit**: C19 - To attend and participate in Concur's Fusion 2020

If you have any additional questions, please contact Gwen Marucci at (979) 845-4748 or gwenc@tamu.edu or Jay Avila at 979-845-6147 or jay.avila@ag.tamu.edu.